Ornament and Crime?!
‘Beauty is that reasoned harmony of a body ornament- attached or additional, embellishment.’1
‘Adornment is, in fact, a very remarkable cultural-historical phenomenon! It belongs to the privileges
of man and is perhaps the oldest which he made use. No animal adorns itself. […] It is the first and
most significant step towards art; in adornment and its inherent order is contained the complete
codex of formal aesthetics.’2
Ornament can be disguised in many forms, Kent Bloomer refers to the language of ornament
comparing it to music. Both being ornamental: rhythmic, orderly, with certain notation language,
and most of all beautiful in expression. In fact, both music and ornament have roots far into
civilisations’ history- as Bloomer claims, at the peak of a civilisation’s development (e.g. Mayan,
Egyptian) there has always been a need for the ornament, the beautiful.3
The origins of ornament date back to the ancient civilisations of Egypt or Greece. As Semper writes,
textiles were indirectly a predecessor of ornament. He describes Persian and Greek clothing
embellished with golden threads and dyed in elaborate colours. His theory claims that knotting was
one of the genesis of ornament- with hairbands of Egyptian women, weaving of Persian robes, and
latticework of Roman baskets. As a natural development, these elements were being transferred
into the built.4
Ornament has been present in everyday life since the early days of humankind. According to
Semper, evolution of architecture, and therefore also architectural elements, has been ornamental
from the start.5 Only recently it has been disregarded by modernism and its function-centred
approach towards architecture. One of the main referenced texts in theoretical debate on the
subject is Adolf Loos’s ‘Ornament and Crime’. But his argument seems wrongly perceived by many as
an absolute critique of ornamental elements:
‘Adolf Loos, despite his ‘Ornament and Crime’ (the laughably silly text without which any discussion
of the subject is impossible), agrees. For Loos, the shoemaker decorating his brogues is exactly the
craftsman at the heart of good design.’6
As author writes, the Loos’s ‘dripping with sarcasm’ text is directed at a particular moment: aimed at
the excess of Viennese Secession. One of the roots of such extreme minimalist approach was the
said oversaturation of decorative elements in manufacturing in the early 1900s. With the Industrial
Revolution, what used to be luxurious, like well-designed and handmade jewellery or clothing,
became mundane. Elites’ taste opposed the new cheap decorative trend- ‘the plainer an object, the
more valuable it suddenly becomes.’ Mass production of identical decoration applied to various
fields resulted in a backlash and complete renunciation of ornament.7
Only in the recent years there has been a broader rediscovery of ornament. Among all, the practices
that are thought to ‘speak the ornamental language’ are Rem Koolhaas, Toyo Ito, and Herzog & de
Meuron. 8 ‘They are still sweetly delighted that they have discovered decoration’. As Edwin
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Heathcote writes, Mecanoo’s Birmingham Central Library is designed with a façade so fashionconceptualised that it is in fact ‘more suited to Louis Vuitton in Taiwan than a civic amenity’.
Additionally, the author gives an example of ‘the world’s most popular’ architect (according to
tickets sold) Antoni Gaudi with his manipulation on decorative elements. In fact, altogether with
Frank Lloyd Wright and Charles Rennie Mackintosh all the mentioned architects are widely (by public
and in-discipline experts) admired for their architectural and compositional taste.9
However, with reference to ornament or decoration there is no clear and agreed-upon distinction
between the two. With delving deeper into the subject more questions arise: what is ornament and,
consequently, decoration? How can ornament influence and enhance architecture?
Ornament and Architecture
‘Architecture, in such a way denying the quintessence of arts, did in its gradual progress in no way
pass from simplicity to riches and from riches to superfluity (however much this assertion may
contradict traditional viewpoints). Rather, it was with all simplicity of its basic forms highly decorated
and glittering from the start, since its childhood. This glittering chaos sorted itself out. Order and
style came into being.’10
Contemporary building technology and advancements in construction field allow for faster, cheaper
and higher quality production which challenges modernist arguments.11 With the development of
computer aided design tools and scripting environments, ornament in the contemporary has an
opportunity to become innovative, beautiful and affordable. The previously abandoned labour and
cost-intensive (and often disappearing) practices, become more economically viable ‘which allow for
intricate and complex forms characteristic to ornament to be transformed from digital modelling into
built reality’12
Even while considering the ease of production and affordability of ornament it is still obsolete and
approached hesitantly. The role of ornament, however, cannot be underestimated- while being
auxiliary to architecture it is also serves as means of communicating it to the public. Rooted in the
basic human need for beauty ornament can convey symbolic values as well as translate a building to
‘laymen’. As read in Architectural Review Journal: ‘Whether we think of the appliqué classicism of
Postmodernism or the thin veneer of decorative facades engendered by digital production, ornament
today is almost inevitably seen at a remove. That alienation is at the heart of the problem - and it is a
problem because ornament is the language through which architecture communicates with a
broader public and each remove puts another degree of separation between the profession and the
public.’13
While we are witnessing the renaissance of ornament, the subject itself was absent from
architectural field for nearly 100 years. Therefore, there is no strong theoretical background, a
broadly-agreed definition, or predetermined guidelines for creating new ornament. Most of what is
theorised today confuses ornament with decoration with all the ornamental vocabulary lost
throughout the ages.14
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Role of Ornament
‘In adornment man tends to express the striving for individuality, that inclination for detachment
which is innate in him and is one of the main motives of human development; whatever I adorn, be it
living or inanimate, a part or a whole, I endow it with a right to exist by making it the focus of
relations that are valid for it alone. I elevate is to the rank of a person.’15
As shown in the previous sections, ornamental elements seems to have a strong connection to one’s
perception. Going back to the roots of this phenomenon, role of ornament has been thoroughly
examined by Wilhelm Worringer resulting in various books and notably his ‘Form problems of the
Gothic.’ His exploration displays strong focus on human psychology, taxonomy and, importantly,
language of ornament. Additionally, he theorises symbolisms of various styles and gives a peek at
the meaning of geometry and form.
‘Symbols of the absolute in geometric or stereometric forms which offer the permanent and stability.’
With movement being a part of human routine (probably even more in our recent fast-paced
lifestyle) Worringer categorizes the need for constant as an attribute of a ‘Primitive Man’: ‘Because
of the relationship of fear, in which primitive man stands to the phenomenal world, the most urgent
need of his mind and soul must be to press forward to invariables, which save him from the chaotic
confusion of the impressions of mind and sense.’16
Furthermore, while the said Primitive Man inclines poorness of ability and intellect it rather reflects
basic urgencies of one’s mind. Continuing, Worringer, in this case in relation to Gothic ornament,
explains: ‘Being distressed by the actual, excluded from the natural, [Gothic line] aspires to a world
above the actual, above the sensuous.’17 ‘[For a primitive man] it’s not play and mere decoration
delight, but a table of symbolical invariables and therefore on appeasement of dire needs of the
soul.’18
As described, these symbolical invariables hold power to make a building more receivable- and more
pleasant to the eye. With more contemporary reading, Kent Bloomer explains, referencing to Roland
Barthes, necessity for a rhythm. ‘In all cultures all over the world, in the earliest stages of their
existence, […] long before writing was invented, even before parietal writing (which means
instruction giving) was practiced something was produced which made fundamentally distinguish
man from animal- the intentional reproduction of a rhythm.’19
On the other hand, ornamental elements can also serve a very different purpose. Conventional
elements like trusses, columns, stairs, and doors- embellished with ornament become beautiful in
themselves and do not need any compositional emphasis. ‘Ornamented building can afford to be
simple in function and composition.’20
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Symbolism of Ornament: Gothic
‘And it is evident that the organically determined line contains beauty of expression, while power of
expression is reserved for the Gothic line.’21
Continuing with lecture of the ‘Form problems of the Gothic’, Worringer gives an insight to
symbolism of so-called Gothic line and its features.
Linear, geometric, stable
In place of the dead geometric modality can arise:



‘a spiritual vitality, for transcending the senses- that is the case with early northern
ornament’
‘an organic vitality agreeable to the senses- that is the case with classical ornament’ 22

‘This distinction between beauty of expression and power of expression is immediately applicable to
the whole character of the two stylistic phenomena of Classic and Gothic art.’23
‘Thus, the Gothic form will shows neither the calm expression of absolute lack of knowledge, as in
the case of primitive man, nor the calm expression of absolute renunciation of knowledge, as in the
case of oriental man, not yet the calm expression of established belief in knowledge, as recorded in
the organic harmony of Classic art.’24
‘Being distressed by the actual, excluded from the natural, [Gothic line] aspires to a world above the
actual, above the sensuous. It requires a frenzy of feeling in order to transcend itself. Only in
intoxication does it feel the touch of eternal. This sublime hysteria is that which above all else
characterizes the Gothic phenomenon.’25
‘Gothic line [is] full of expression, full of vitality’26
‘[for a primitive man] it’s not play and mere decoration delight, but a table of symbolical invariables
and therefore on appeasement of dire needs of the soul’ 27
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Ornament
‘[The relation] between an ornament and its host thus became an absolute first principle in our
discourse. A principle that raised the question: should the visual distinction between figures of
ornament and the pure form of its host remain legible in architecture?’28 Therefore, ornament relies
on the built elements- in architectural context windows, doors, friezes, walls, or even door handles.
The ornamented host often possesses utilitarian characteristics- practical properties of their own
that are conventionally understood.29
Following etymology of ‘ornament’, it was derived from the Latin ‘ordo’ (and before: the Greek
‘cosmos’) and refers to order- something that is limited in variation by introduction of mathematical
and geometrical constrains. ‘Their [ornaments’] function is to embed part of cosmos into a concrete
things thus becoming a site for the complexity of cosmic forces to be visually represented.’30
Ornament cannot be predetermined- it has to be involved into an object making it inseparable from
its host. Symmetries and variations of ornament can indirectly explain forces inside its host.
Moreover, these geometrical constrains and limited number of motives are a prerequisite for an
ornament to be understood. 31
Ornament represents beauty through form and object’s properties. It directly relates to order and
harmony. It can present function of the ornamented, represent structure or emphasize the whole
geometry. What additionally distinguishes ornament is that it follows some geometrical logic.32
On geometry of ornament, Semper gives guidelines on how it arranges itself in an ‘ornamental field’.
The three necessary conditions for a formal beauty to emerge:
1. symmetry
2. proportionality
3. direction33

Following the precedents such are the prerequisites for ornament to emerge:
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Decoration
Following etymology, ‘[the word] is a derivation of Late Latin 'Decorationem', which means "The act,
process, technique, or art of decorating"; "Something used to decorate, especially when put up
temporarily to celebrate or call attention to a special occasion."’34
As opposed to ornament (meaning ‘ordered’), decoration does not follow cohesive geometrical
principles. It is representational and often only appearance focused- ‘mostly introduced as
temporary objects whose dignifying impression is a result of exhibiting local conventions regarding
propriety, good taste and good manner (Decorum) and not necessarily their beautiful form.’ 35
Rococo’s decorations do not qualify as ornament as they are not tightly connected to its host.
Ornamented picture frame ornaments the picture itself, and its influence stretches to the
surrounding wall at most. Rococo’s strong frame ornamentation corresponds mainly to wellcomposed arrangement of visually-pleasing decorative elements. Such elements could be taken
away from their intended composition and placed in another while still maintaining their pleasing
(and functional) character.36
As another example, it could be claimed that painting a room red would be something decorative:
added. Just like with symbols and portraits embedded into a building’s façade: for example, while
being auxiliary to their host they could be ornamental (as an adjective) but are not an ornament per
se. As Kent Bloomer explains, the two expressions: ornamental and ornament, are separable and
have different meanings. A decorative piece can be ornamental but is not an ornament in the strict
meaning of the word.
Referring to connection with its hots, decoration varies from ornament. The former is more
autonomous as a figure does not intimately engage with a host: consequently, it is not inseparable
from the object. Such examples include predetermined and conventionalised items that can easily
be detached and still function on their own (or in another environment). Works of art, for instance,
can be moved for exhibits while still keeping their decorative character and beauty of expression.37
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Architectural Detail
‘Ornament is used on literally dozens of occasions by Palladio; sometimes it is clear that the word is
focused or 'loaded' in the sense that it refers to Albertian theories to the effect that columns, capitals,
bases, pilasters, doors, and windows were ornaments… We are not sure, however, whether Palladio
intended this word to carry a theoretical weight on every occasions; this question need not affect the
translation a great deal since the word can be translated as 'ornament' in many cases, but there are
occasions when 'decoration' or other words would serve better.’38

What differs architectural detail from ornament is that it’s tightly connected to architectural and
structural use of an object- and not necessarily connected to symbolism, meaning and use.
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